We develop a statistical framework for the unjamming transition of soft frictionless disks in two dimensions. We describe the system in terms of local areas (a), which can be uniquely assigned to each contact. These microscopic degrees of freedom serve to define local order parameters, and allow us to probe the origin of the widely noted scaling of global physical properties near the unjamming transition. We find that the scaling with energy EG near the transition can be attributed to divergences in the distributions of these local areas, which can be clearly separated into contributions arising from locally ordered structures and a disordered piece. We derive scaling forms for these divergences in each of these distributions. We show that the asymptotic behaviour of these scaling forms arises from the geometrical structure of the packing while the overall scaling with energy depends on the force law. We use these scaling forms to determine the scaling of the total grain area A = a. For disks interacting via linear spring potentials, as the energy of the system approaches zero, EG → 0 + , and the number of contacts NC approaches its isostatic value, we find ∆A ∼ ∆NC and ∆A ∼ EG 1/4 . We test our predictions using large scale simulations of bidispersed disks.
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Introduction:
The jamming of soft particles has been of continued interest in the field granular physics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] In addition, it is also used as a paradigm to study glassy systems [10] [11] [12] , active matter [13] and biological tissues [14] amongst others. Frictionless soft disks and spheres serve as a first approximation to many theoretical models and have been extensively investigated over the last decade [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . The unjamming transition of soft spheres exhibits properties reminiscent of critical points in equilibrium systems. Observations include power laws [16] , a scaling form for the energy analogous to free energy and resulting relationships between scaling exponents [26] , scaling collapse of dynamical quantities such as viscosity [28] , and indications of diverging length scales [20] . Many scaling properties of soft particles near the jamming transition have been analysed in detail [29, 30] , and finite-size scaling studies seem to suggest a mixed order transition with two critical exponents [18, 20] . However, despite considerable effort towards a unifying theory, a clear description is still lacking, and the origin of various power laws in this system have remained somewhat mysterious. Theories so far have focussed on the behavior of global quantities such as energy, packing fraction, pressure, stresses, and the total contact numbers. This is in contrast to the norm in studying critical points where a local order parameter and its distribution within the system is of primary importance.
In this letter we highlight how the underlying disorder in jammed systems naturally leads to diverging contributions to distributions of local quantities. This in turn leads to non-trivial power laws involving global quantities such as the excess contact number, and the areas occupied by grains. Our treatment relies on local grain areas assigned to individual contacts that play the role of "quasiparticles". We use the underlying distribution of interparticle distances and angles to derive a density of
A section of a jammed configuration of soft frictionless disks. The centers of the grains with radii {σg} are located at positions { rg}. The contact points between grains are located at positions { rc}, with contact vectors rg,c = rc − rg. The distance vectors r g,g ′ = r g ′ − rg form a network of faces (minimum cycles) with zv sides each. The polygonal tiling associated with the packing partitions the space into areas occupied by grains (white) and areas occupied by voids (blue). The triangle formed by the points ( rg, rc, r c ′ ) (shaded area) is uniquely assigned to the contact c and has an associated area a ≡ ag,c, with a normalized area αc = ag,c/σ
states of these triangular units. As will be clear from our analysis, the need for using triangular units as the basic objects in describing the scaling behavior highlights the importance of three-body interactions as opposed to two-body terms such as interparticle distances that had been considered in the literature. We focus specifically on the unjamming transition of soft disks, i.e. we approach the transition point from mechanically stable (jammed) packings with decreasing energies (E G → 0 + ). In such jammed states, the disks organize into complicated "random" structures which are hard to characterise owing to the complexity of the non-convex curved shapes formed by voids. In order to avoid this problem we construct polygonal tilings that partitions space into areas occupied by grains and areas occupied by the voids (see Fig. 1 ). This construction serves to define a reliable local order parameter with which to describe the unjamming transition [27] , and bears similarities to the "quadron" framework [32] [33] [34] . We assign these polygonal areas uniquely to the contacts with an associated area α (normalized by the size of the disks). We show that the density of states of these local areas can be expressed as
where p DO and p O are classified as "disordered" and "ordered" divergences respectively. In our definition disordered structures are voids formed by four or more disks in contact (labelled as > 3), and ordered structures arise from voids formed by three disks (labelled with 3). Each of these divergent terms can be written in terms of a scaling form. The main result of this letter is the derivation of a scaling form for p DO , which we then use to derive scaling properties of global quantities. For simplicity we present results for monodispersed disks, the generalization to the polydispersed case is straightforward, and will be discussed in the context of our numerical simulations. For the disordered divergence, we find
which possesses the following asymptotic behaviour
Similarly we find that the "ordered" distribution has a scaling form
which is integrable in the E G → 0 + limit. As the system approaches the unjamming transition, the total number of contacts (N C ) decreases and attains its isostatic value N C (0) = 4N G − 2. The abovementioned scaling behaviour leads to the following relation for the excess number of contacts ∆N C = N C (E G ) − N C (0) with energy
that has been observed in several studies [16, 26, 27, 31] .
Energy Ensemble and Local Areas: We begin our analysis by considering the fixed energy ensemble [27] for a system of jammed soft disks in two dimensions. The volume of the total space is kept fixed with linear dimensions L x = L y = 1. We consider all possible grain positions { r g } and radii {σ g } that yield a force balanced jammed state. The disks interact via a linear spring potential of the inteparticle distances r g,g ′ = r g ′ − r g of the form
with σ g,g ′ = σ g + σ g ′ . We then consider the ensemble of all jammed (force-balanced) configurations at a fixed energy
A jammed state of frictionless disks is characterised by a system spanning contact network which naturally partitions the space into convex minimum cycles (or faces) of z v sides each (see Fig. 1 ). The system can then be parametrized in terms of the interparticle distance vectors { r i g,g ′ } where the index i labels the vectors within each cycle. The loop constraints around each face account for the overcounting of the degrees of freedom and can be implemented as
As we show, these constraints provide the correlations that are crucial in determining the internal structures and in turn the scaling behaviour near the transition. We next use the contact points to assign areas to individual contacts. The positions of the contacts are represented by the set of contact points { r c } with
where c is the contact between grains g and g ′ , and contact vectors r g,c = r c − r g . Each contact is counted twice, once for each grain (see Fig. 1 ). Following the network representation introduced in [27] , we define local and global order parameters as
where r g,c and r g,c ′ are adjacent contact vectors (see Fig.  1 ) and the convention is that the area bounded by (c, c ′ ) is uniquely assigned to the contact c. The individual contact areas play the role of a local packing fraction in our description. These individual areas a g,c can vary between 0 and 1 2 σ g 2 where σ g is the radius of the grain to which they belong. In order to account for the varying sizes of the grains between configurations at a fixed global energy, we work with the following normalized area α c = a g,c /σ g 2 , which is bounded between [0, 
Distribution of areas:
To proceed we assume that the underlying system is disordered, and has reproducible local distributions. The distribution of contact vector lengths can be directly related to the total energy of the system (from Eq. 6). We can then use this underlying distribution to derive an expression for the distribution of areas p(α). In a disordered jammed state, the overlaps between disks are fluctuating quantities ∆r g,c with | r g,c | = 1 − ∆r g,c and
2 , which naturally leads to the following scaling form for the distribution of overlaps
The square-root scaling is specific to linear spring potentials, and reproduces the well-known force distribution curve. Changing the force law would change the exponent of E G . Although the contact vectors, r g,c , have a complicated joint density, we focus on the two vectors r 1 , r 2 bounding a given area α. We define p( r 1 , r 2 ) as the joint probability of occurrence of contact vectors r 1 , r 2 at two contiguous edges of a minimum cycle. The probability of each individual area is then
where θ is the relative angle between the two vectors. If the lengths of the contact vectors are held fixed, the vanishing slope of the sin function leads to a singularity in p(α) at θ = π/2. As the unjamming transition is approached, the fluctuations in the lengths decrease (Eq. (8)), leading to a sharpening divergence as the transition is approached, and indeed as we show, leads to the observed power-law scaling. In the disordered jammed state, we can justifiably assume that the distribution of contact vectors is independent of its orientation with
The joint distribution of the two underlying contact vectors can then be expressed as
In the above decomposition, we have extracted the overall scaling with energy into the first two terms involving the magnitudes and the correlations are encoded in the function p(θ). We can develop a systematic diagrammatic expansion for the function p(θ) (see Supplemental material). We find that the joint density p( r 1 , r 2 ), and consequently the areas can be classified into two categories: z v > 3 (disordered) corresponding to voids formed by four or more disks and z v = 3 (ordered) formed by three disks in contact. We use this classification to split the distribution as where g(α) represents the density of states of normalized areas, with the normalization
where n 3 and n >3 are the number of contact in cycles with 3 and > 3 sides respectively, and n 3 + n >3 = N C . As shown in the Supplemental material, the distribution of angles for the three disk structures are centered around a finite value θ = arcsin √ 3
2 . This leads to an integrable divergence in the limit E G → 0 + in the distribution of areas from Eq. (9), and the scaling form can be shown to be as announced in Eq. (4). The contribution from these ordered structures to the disordered divergence at θ = π/2 is therefore exponentially suppressed. For the > 3 case there is a finite contribution from θ = π/2. To quantify the disordered divergence, we split the distribution into a divergent part arising from angles close to π/2, and a regular part that arises from the rest of the angular distribution
Without loss of generality, we assume that the angular distribution near θ = π/2 can be represented as a uniform distribution, p π/2 in the range [
. This leads to the normalization for the regular part
where the only energy dependence arises from the width ∆. Making the change of variables {θ → sin θ} we have
Using this expression in Eq. (9) and performing the integration over sin θ we arrive at the following expression for the disordered divergence
where G(r 1 , r 2 , α) is a product of theta functions that ensures sin π 2 − ∆ < 2α r1r2 < 1. The above expression has a singularity as α → 1/2 and as r 1 → 1 and r 2 → 1. Although the integral in Eq. (16) does not have a simple closed form answer for general p(r), it is straightforward to extract its different limiting behaviours. In order to simplify the analysis further, we replace the distribution of the contact vectors in Eq. (8) with a uniform distribution. With this simplification, the integral can then be performed exactly (see Supplemental Material) and we find it obeys the scaling form announced in Eq. (3) . From this analysis, it is evident that the asymptotic form of the scaling function in Eq. (3), the exponents 1/2 and 3/2, arise from the purely geometric nature of the divergence at θ ≃ π/2, whereas the square-root scaling with E G is a consequence of the scaling of the distribution of contact lengths and is controlled by the force law.
Numerical Simulations: In order to test the predictions made by our theory, we perform large scale numerical simulations. Configurations are produced using a variant of the O'Hern protocol [16] . We simulate bidispersed systems with diameter ratio 1 : 1.4. The energies simulated range from E G = 10 −15 to 10 −3 , with the number of disks upto N G = 8192. A scaling collapse of the distributions according to the scaling form in Eq. (2) is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The two limiting behaviours announced in Eq. (3) are also illustrated. In the inset of Fig. 2 we show the distributions obtained from the theory along with the remarkable agreement with the distributions obtained from numerical simulations.
Scaling Behaviour of Global Quantities: The height of the peak of p DO (α) scales as E . Since
∆ and the regular part is independent of the energy, this provides the characteristic scale:
We can next use the scaling with E G of the areas to derive global scaling properties of the system as the unjamming transition is approached. Since the microscopic areas are uniquely assigned to a contact, the incremental global area covered by grains, ∆A(E G ) = A(E G ) − A(0) has to scale as the excess number of contacts. We, therefore focus on how the excess number of contacts scale with E G . Since the regular part of the density of states, g(α) (Eq. (11)), is independent of energy, however, p reg has an energy dependence from Eqs. ( (13), (14) and (17), the number of contacts acquires a scaling with E G :
which is the scaling relation mentioned in Eq. (5). Two new predictions follow immediately from this analysis:
The excess number of contacts in the different cycles (∆n ≥3 = n ≥3 (E G ) − n ≥3 (0)) scale as
while the excess normalized areas per contact (
This behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Discussion: We derived the scaling behaviour for the unjamming transition of frictionless soft disks based on the local units of areas associated with contacts. We found that a simple analysis using the underlying distribution of contact vector lengths reproduces several properties of jammed systems remarkably well. The primary scaling in the system arises from contact vectors with relative angles close π/2, which in the area representation have the highest susceptibilities to changes in energy. These structures therefore contribute overwhelmingly to the scaling at low energies. In this letter we have focussed on the distributions of individual areas, which involved a three-body interaction between disks. The contributions from the correlations between these individual units is non-trivial, and indeed leads to corrections from the simple exponents derived in this letter [27] . It would be interesting to see what role such long range correlations play in jammed systems close to the unjamming transition.
Supplemental Material for "Scaling Theory for the Fricitionless Unjamming Transition"
In this document we provide details of the calculations presented in the main text.
Two point distribution p( r1, r2)
In this section we develop a diagrammatic expansion for the two point distributions of contact vectors p( r 1 , r 2 ). From Eq. (10) in the main text we have
along with
where p( r 1 ) represents the one point distribution of contact vectors. We then have
This function p(θ) therefore encodes the non-trivial correlations between the vectors that arise from the loop constraints mentioned in Eq. (7) in the main text. These constraints depend on the number of sides z v within each cycle. In order to compute the above angular distribution, it is therefore useful to split the joint distribution of the vectors r 1 , r 2 into separate categories based on the minimum cycles to which they belong. We do this as follows
where p(n) is the probability of occurrence of a minimum cycle with z v = n sides, p( r 1 , r 2 |n) is the conditional probability that given a cycle with z v = n sides two adjacent vectors are r 1 , r 2 , p( r 1 , r 2 , n) represents the joint probability of occurrence of vectors r 1 , r 2 together with a cycle of z v = n sides, and the combinatorial factor accounts for the different ways in which the vectors can be placed within the cycle. . The terms corresponding to zv > 3 have unconstrained sides (depicted with dashed lines) and therefore contribute a finite amount to the angular distribution at θ = π/2.
Next, the marginal distribution of these two vectors can be computed from the joint distribution of all the vectors in the cycle as p( r 1 , r 2 |n) = 
where p r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 , ... r n |n represents the probability that a given minimum cycle of z v = n sides has the (ordered) set of vectors r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 , ... r n . We represent this decomposition as a diagrammatic expansion in Fig 4 .
In order to proceed further, we next make the crucial assumption that the joint probability of occurence of the n vectors can be represented as a product form, along with the loop constraints. We have p r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 , ... r n |n = p( r 1 )p( r 2 )p( r 3 )p( r 4 )...p( r n ) × δ r 1 + r 2 + r 3 + r 4 + .... r n ,
where each p(r) is chosen from the one point distribution in Eq. (22) . This somewhat drastic assumption is justified by the very good agreement between the angular and area distributions obtained from numerical simulations and those obtained by this analysis. This highlights the fact that the crucial correlations in the system arise primarily from these loop constraints. Finally, in order to simplify the analysis further, we assume that each of the contact vector lengths are drawn from a uniform distribution with width √ E G , consistent with the scaling form provided in Eq. (8) in the main text. We have
As the energy of the system approaches zero, the fluctuations in the lengths decrease and r ∼ 1. From Fig. 4 it is clear that there is a fundamental difference between cycles with z v = 3 and z v > 3 sides. This is because the structures with z v = 3 have a fixed length for all the sides and therefore give rise to angular distributions localized around a single value θ = arcsin √ 3 2 . We derive the angular distribution for the z v = 3 case using the above assumptions in the next section. The terms corresponding to z v > 3 have unconstrained sides (as depicted with dashed lines) and therefore contribute a finite amount to the angular distribution at θ = π/2. In this section, we compute the distribution of areas for the z v = 3 cycles and provide the scaling form for the "ordered divergence" mentioned in the main text. From Fig. 5 it is straightforward to compute
Using the product assumption in Eq. (26) , the distribution of the angles for finite energies corresponding to the z v = 3 cycles can be computed as
Similarly, the distribution of areas for the z v = 3 cycles can be computed as Replacing p(r) with the uniform distributions in Eq. (22) we find the following scaling form for the angular distribution
This behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 5 where we plot the angular distributions computed numerically using Eq. (29) . Similarly, this leads to the following scaling form for the ordered divergence in the distribution of areas
which is Eq. (4) in the main text. This scaling behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 5 where we plot the distribution of areas computed numerically using Eq. (30), along with the distributions obtained from numerical simulations. We find a good agreement between the distributions in the limit α → √ 3/4. The scaling function has the following behaviour
We note that in our analysis we have only focussed on monodispersed disks. The generalization to the polydisperse case involves all combinations of disks that can produce a z v = 3 cycle. For the bidispersed case with diameter ratio 1 : 1.4 that we simulate, the peaks in the area distribution occur at α = √ 3/4 = 0.433013 (for equal sized disks), 0.406116, 0.45453, 0.378775 and 0.473803 [27] . The scaling analysis for each of these cases remains the same. In this section we derive an expression for the disordered divergence p DO (α) in the distribution of areas. We begin by assuming a product form for the joint distribution of contact vectors p( r 1 , r 2 ) = 1 2π p(r 1 )p(r 2 ).
In the above decomposition, we have assumed a uniform distribution for p(θ) in the region [0, 2π] . This assumption is justified since we are interested in the distribution close to θ ∼ π/2. The analysis presented in this section can easily be generalized to smaller ranges of θ. We have checked that the scaling features of the distribution near the transition are unchanged by extending the range of θ. We then have p(sin θ) = 1 2π
